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SUPERVISING SPECIALIST INVESTIGATOR
STEVE WILLIAMS
EXPERIENCE
Steve is an experienced investigation professional with
a highly developed skill set specializing in the areas of
commercial and general private investigations and
covert surveillance. He has been responsible for a large
number of successful operations.
Steve joined the Metropolitan Police Service in 2000 as
a Police Constable. He worked for ‘the Met’ for five and
a half years leaving them as a Police Sergeant. During
his time with the Met Steve has completed a wide
range of training courses and has gained many skills
and attributes relevant to a corporate investigator.

QUALIFICATIONS
Diploma in Policing

CONTACT DETAILS
Direct Dial 09 3773655
Mobile 021 2299316
Email steve.williams@paragonnz.com

In his final year with the Metropolitan Police Service he
was promoted to Sergeant and tasked to set up a new
proactive team for North Wembley. Steve was supervising a team of up to 15 PCs. This involved considerable
planning and management. Steve was accountable for
the success of the team. Within four months of the
team being set up they were heading the arrest figures
for the size of the team in the borough and had
received commendations for outstanding work.
Since arriving in New Zealand, Steve has worked with
Paragon initially as an investigator, rising through the
ranks to become a Supervising Specialist Investigator
and the lead with one of our government contracts. In
that time, just under 10 years with Paragon, Steve has
been involved in nearly all our high profile cases and
has worked alongside our Managing Director and
General Manager forming a trio of experienced investigators well able to tackle any investigative problem.
Steve is a reliable person with exceptional time management skills and integrity. Steve has very good
communication and interpersonal skills through
dealing with a wide range of problems in a very diverse
community.

